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Abstract
Skeleton programming enables programmers to build parallel programs
easier by providing efficient ready-made parallel algorithms. The diffusion
skeleton was proposed (associated with a method for program derivation)
to abstract a good combination of primitive skeletons, such as map, parallel
reduction and parallel prefix sum (scan).
The BSML LIB library whose design is based on formal semantics is a
library for the Objective Caml language to support Bulk Synchronous Parallelism. It offers a small set of primitives which permits to write any deterministic BSP algorithm.
In this paper we study the implementation of the diffusion parallel skeleton using the BSML LIB library in a tutorial way.

1 Introduction
With the increasing popularity of parallel programming environments such as PC
cluster, more and more people, including those who have little knowledge of parallel architecture and parallel programming, are hoping to write parallel programs.
This situation eagerly calls for models and methodologies which can assist programming parallel computers effectively and correctly.
The design of parallel programming languages is a trade-off between:
• the possibility of expressing parallel features necessary for predictable efficiency, but which make programs more difficult to write, to prove and to
port
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• the abstraction of such features that are necessary to make parallel programming easier, but which must not hinder efficiency and performance prediction.
The data parallel model turns out to be one of the most successful ones for
programming massively parallel computers. To support parallel programming, this
model basically consists of two parts:
• a parallel data structure to model a uniform collection of data which can be
organized in a way that each element can be manipulated in parallel; and
• a fixed set of parallel skeletons on the parallel data structure to abstract parallel structures of interest, which can be used as building blocks to write
parallel programs.
Typically, these skeletons include element-wise arithmetic and logic operations, reductions, prescans, and data broadcasting. This model not only provides
programmers an easily understandable view of a single execution stream of a parallel program, but also makes the parallelizing process easier because of explicit
parallelism of the skeletons.
Parallel skeletons are often too primitive to describe programs solving a bit
complicated problems. In order to make programs efficients, programmers are
required to choose appropriate primitive skeletons and combine them in a suitable
way. It is not an easy task, since programming is apt to become a process with
much a trial and error.
To overcome this problem, we proposed a parallel skeleton, namely diffusion
skeleton diff [2]. This skeleton is derived from the Diffusion Theorem [19] and is
defined in terms of primitive skeletons map, reduce and scan. It abstracts a ‘good’
combination of parallel primitives, and thanks to the underlying theorem, recursive
functions defined naturally in some specific from over recursive data structure can
be, under some conditions, turned into the form using the diff skeleton.
In order to obtain universal parallel languages where execution cost can be
easily determined from the source code (in this context, cost means the estimate of
parallel execution time), we use explicit processes corresponding to the processors
of the parallel machine. Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) computing [28, 33] is a
parallel programming model which uses explicit processes, offers a high degree of
abstraction and yet, allows portable and predictable performance on a wide variety
of architectures.
An operational approach has led to a BSP λ-calculus that is confluent and universal for BSP algorithms [27, 21, 24], and to a library of bulk synchronous primitives for the Objective Caml [20, 7, 30] language which is sufficiently expressive
and allows the prediction of execution times [16, 23].
This framework is a good trade-off for parallel programming because:
• the defined calculus is a confluent calculus so:
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– one can design purely functional parallel languages from it. Without
side-effects, programs are easier to prove [10, 11], and to re-use (the
semantics is compositional)
– we can choose any evaluation strategy for the language. An eager language allows good performances.
• this calculus is based on BSP operations, so programs are easy to port, their
costs can be predicted and are also portable because they are parametrized
by the BSP parameters of the target architecture.
Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML or BSML is our extension of ML for programming
direct-mode parallel BSP algorithms as functional programs. A BSP algorithm is
said to be in direct mode [14] when its physical process structure is made explicit.
Such algorithms offer predictable and scalable performance and BSML expresses
them with a small set of primitives taken from the confluent BSλ-calculus: a parallel constructor, asynchronous parallel function application, synchronous global
communications and a synchronous global conditional.
There is currently no full implementation of BSML but there is a partial implementation as a library. The BSML LIB library [1] implements the BSML primitives
using Objective Caml [20] and MPI [34]. BSML LIB can be taught to BSc. students due to the small number of basic operations 1 . There are additional modules
which provide several usual parallel algorithms. They constitute what is called the
BSML LIB standard library.
This paper is tutorial implementation of the diffusion skeleton using the BSML LIB library. We first describe the bulk synchronous parallel model and the core
BSML LIB library with some basic examples (section 2). Then we give some elements of the Bird-Merteens formalism (BMF) and describe the diffusion algorithmic skeleton (section 3). Section 4 explains the parallel implementation of the
diffusion skeletons as an higher-order function written in Objective Caml using the
BSML LIB library. It also presents an example of use of this skeleton. Appendix B
explains the installation and basic use of the BSML LIB library.

2 Functional Bulk Synchronous Parallelism
2.1 The Bulk Synchronous Parallel Model
The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [35, 29, 33] describes: an abstract
parallel computer, a model of execution and a cost model. A BSP computer has
three components: a homogeneous set of processor-memory pairs, a communication network allowing inter processor delivery of messages and a global synchronization unit which executes collective requests for a synchronization barrier. A
wide range of actual architectures can be seen as BSP computers.
1 It

is actually taught at the universities of Orl´eans and Paris Val de Marne
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The performance of the BSP computer is characterized by three parameters
(expressed as multiples the local processing speed):
• the number of processor-memory pairs p
• the time l required for a global synchronization
• the time g for collectively delivering a 1-relation (communication phase
where every processor receives/sends at most one word). The network can
deliver an h-relation (communication phase where every processor receives/sends
at most h words) in time g × h.
Those parameters can easily be obtained using benchmarks [17].
A BSP program is executed as a sequence of super-steps, each one divided into
(at most) three successive and logically disjointed phases (Fig. 1):
1. Each processor uses its local data (only) to perform sequential computations
and to request data transfers to/from other nodes;
2. the network delivers the requested data transfers;
3. a global synchronization barrier occurs, making the transferred data available
for the next super-step.
P0

P1

P2

. . . P(p-1)

TIME

synchronization barrier

a

...

...

synchronization barrier

Figure 1: A BSP super-step
The execution time of a super-step s is, thus, the sum of the maximal local
processing time, of the data delivery time and of the global synchronization time:
Time(s) =

(s)

(s)

max wi + max hi × g + l

i:processor

i:processor

(s)

(s)

where wi = local processing time on processor i during super-step s and h i =
(s)
(s)
(s) (s)
max{hi+ , hi− } where hi+ (resp. hi− ) is the number of words transmitted (resp.
received) by processor i during super-step s.
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The execution time ∑s Time(s) of a BSP program composed of S super-steps
is, therefore, a sum of 3 terms:
(
(s)
W = ∑s maxi wi
W + H × g + S × l where
(s)
H = ∑s maxi hi .
In general, W, H and S are functions of p and of the size of data n, or of more
complex parameters like data skew. To minimize execution time, the BSP algorithm design must jointly minimize the number S of super-steps, the total volume h
with imbalance of communication and the total volume W with imbalance of local
computation.
Bulk Synchronous Parallelism (and the Coarse-Grained Multicomputer, CGM,
which can be seen as a special case of the BSP model) is used for a large variety of
applications: scientific computing [5, 18], genetic algorithms [6] and genetic programming [9], neural networks [31], parallel databases [3], constraint solvers [15],
etc. It is to notice that “A comparison of the proceedings of the eminent conference in the field, the ACM Symposium on Parallel Algorithms and Architectures,
between the late eighties and the time from the mid nineties to today reveals a
startling change in research focus. Today, the majority of research in parallel algorithms is within the coarse-grained, BSP style, domain” [8].

2.2 The Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML Library
There is currently no implementation of a full Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML language but rather a partial implementation: a library for Objective Caml. The socalled BSML LIB library is based on the following elements.
It gives access to the BSP parameters of the underling architecture. In particular, it offers the function bsp p:unit->int such that the value of bsp p() is p, the
static number of processes of the parallel machine. The value of this variable does
not change during execution (for “flat” programming, this is not true if a parallel
juxtaposition is added to the language [25]).
It also offers the bsp g and bsp l functions which both have type unit->float.
In BSML LIB, these parameters are read from the˜/.bsmllibrc file (which should
contain lines of the form: p, g, l for example 4, 1., 11.5).
The abstract polymorphic type ’a par represents the type of p-wide parallel
vectors of objects of type ’a, one per process. The nesting of par types is prohibited. Our type system enforces this restriction [13, 12].
This is very different from SPMD programming (Single Program Multiple
Data) where the programmer must use a sequential language and a communication library (like MPI [34]). A parallel program is then the multiple copies of a
sequential program, which exchange messages using the communication library.
In this case, messages and processes are explicit, but programs may be non deterministic or may contain deadlocks.
Another drawback of SPMD programming is the use of a variable containing
the processor name (usually called “pid” for Process Identifier) which is bound
5

outside the source program. A SPMD program is written using this variable. When
it is executed, if the parallel machine contains p processors, p copies of the program
are executed on each processor with the pid variable bound to the number of the
processor on which it is run. Thus parts of the program that are specific to each
processor are those which depend on the pid variable. On the contrary, parts of the
program which make global decision about the algorithms are those which do not
depend on the pid variable. This dynamic and undecidable property is given the
role of defining the most elementary aspect of a parallel program, namely, its local
vs global parts.
The parallel constructs of BSML operate on parallel vectors. Those parallel
vectors are created by:
mkpar:

(int -> ’a) -> ’a par

so that (mkpar f) stores (f i) on process i for i between 0 and (p − 1). We
usually write f as fun pid->e to show that the expression e may be different on
each processor. This expression e is said to be local. The expression (mkpar f)
is a parallel object and it is said to be global.
Example 1 The expression mkpar(fun pid->pid) will create the following parallel vector:
0 1
···
(p − 1)
A BSP algorithm is expressed as a combination of asynchronous local computations (first phase of a super-step) and phases of global communication (second
phase of a super-step) with global synchronization (third phase of a super-step).
Asynchronous phases are programmed with mkpar and with:
apply:

(’a -> ’b) par -> ’a par -> ’b par

apply (mkpar f) (mkpar e) stores (f i) (e i) on process i. Neither the implementation of BSML LIB, nor its semantics [22] prescribe a synchronization barrier between two successive uses of apply.
Example 2 Let consider the following expression:
let vf = mkpar(fun i->(+) i)
and vv = mkpar(fun i->2*i+1) in
apply vf vv
The two parallel vectors are respectively equivalent to:
fun x->x+0

···

fun x->x+1

fun x->x+(p-1)

and
0 3

···

2 × (p − 1) + 1

The expression apply vf vv is then evaluated to:
0 4

···

2 × (p − 1) + 2
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Readers familiar with BSPlib [33, 17] will observe that we ignore the distinction between a communication request and its realization at the barrier. The communication and synchronization phases are expressed by:
put:(int->’a option) par -> (int->’a option) par
Consider the expression: put(mkpar(fun i->fsi ))
(*)
To send a value v from process j to process i, the function fs j at process j
must be such as (fs j i) evaluates to Some v. To send no value from process j to
process i, (fs j i) must evaluate to None.
Expression (*) evaluates to a parallel vector containing a function fd i of delivered messages on every process. At process i, (fd i j) evaluates to None if process
j sent no message to process i or evaluates to Some v if process j sent the value v
to the process i.
Example 3 Consider a parallel machine with 4 processors and functions f i whose
types are int → α option par such as ( f i (i + 1)) = Some vi for i = 0, 1, 2 and
( fi j) = None otherwise.
The expression mkpar(fun i → f i ) would be evaluated as follows:
1. First at each process the function is applied to all process identifiers to produce p values, the messages to be sent by the processes. In the following
figure, a column represents the values produced at one process and the lines
are ordered by destination (first line represents the messages to be sent to
process 0, etc.):
None
Some v0
None
None

None
None
Some v1
None

None
None
None
Some v2

None
None
None
None

2. Then the exchange of messages is actually performed. If we think of the
previous table as a matrix, the resulting matrix is obtained by transposition:
None
None
None
None

Some v0
None
None
None

None
Some v1
None
None

None
None
Some v2
None

3. Finally the parallel vector of functions is produced. Each process i holds
an array ai of size p (a column of the previous matrix) and the function is
fun x → ai .(x). In our example at process 3, ( f 3 0) = None which means that
process 3 received no message from process 0 and ( f 3 2) = Some v2 which
means that process 2 sent the value v 2 to process 3.
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The full language would also contain a synchronous conditional operation:
if e at n then e1 else e2
It evaluates to v1 (the value obtained by evaluating e 1 ) or v2 (the value obtained
by evaluating e2 ) depending on the value of the parallel vector of booleans e at
process given by the integer n. But Objective Caml is an eager language and this
synchronous conditional operation can not be defined as a function. That is why
the core BSML LIB contains the function:
at:

’a par -> int -> ’a

to be used in the constructions:
• if (at vec pid) then ...
(pid:int)

else ...

• match at e pid with ...

where pid:int

where (vec:bool par) and

at expresses communication and synchronization phases. Global conditional
is necessary to express algorithms like:
Repeat Parallel Iteration Until Max of local errors < epsilon
Without it, the global control cannot take into account data computed locally. It
is possible to use the at functions in other situations but one should avoid the
(hidden) nesting of parallel vectors. For example the following expression (types
are given for subexpressions to ease the understanding):
(* com: (int->true option) par *)
let com = put(mkpar(fun i d->if i=d then Some true else None))
and this = mkpar(fun i->i) in
mkpar(fun i->if i<(bsp_p()/2) then at (apply com this) 0 else None)
is not a correct program (you can write it and compile it with the BSML LIB library
but the execution will fail and the type checking by our type system [12] fails)
because the parallel expression (apply com this) would be evaluated inside a
mkpar. It breaks the BSP model because one part of the parallel machine will evaluate an expression with communications and synchronization and another half will
evaluate an expression without communication and synchronization: global synchronizations are required in the BSP model (all the processes must be involved).
For a detailed discussion about these problems, see [12]. The following program
can be safely executed because e1 is already evaluated when it is used inside the
mkpar function.
let com = put(mkpar(fun i d->if i=d then Some true else None))
and this = mkpar(fun i->i) in
let e1 = at (apply com this) 0 in
mkpar(fun i->if i<(bsp_p()/2) then e1 else None)
8

2.3 Examples
This small set of primitives is enough to write any deterministic BSP algorithm.
There are only few additional primitives for initialization (to be called at the beginning of the program):
initialize: unit->unit
and for timing:
exception Timer_failure of string
val start_timing: unit->unit
val stop_timing: unit->unit
val get_cost: unit -> float par
start timing() starts the timing. stop timing() stops it. get cost() returns
a parallel vector which contains for each processor the time elapsed between the
call of start timing and stop timing. The exception Timer failure is raised
if the call to one of those functions is meaningless (for eg a call to stop timing
if start timing have not been called before. The core library is contained in the
module Bsmllib.
All these primitives are used for “flat” programming. There also exist three
other primitives for parallel composition [25, 26]. These primitives are not yet
available in the current distribution.
When one start to program using the BSML LIB library, it appears that some
other functions ease the programming. These functions are given in the BSML LIB
standard library. It is to notice that one can program without them and that they are
all written using the primitives only.
replicate create a parallel vector with the same value everywhere:
(* val replicate: ’a -> ’a par *)
let replicate x = mkpar(fun i->x)
It is often convenient to apply the same sequential function to all the elements
of a parallel vector. It can be done using the parfun functions. parfun is for
functions with one argument, parfun2 is for functions with two arguments, etc.:
(* val parfun: (’a -> ’b) -> ’a par -> ’b par *)
let parfun f = apply (replicate f)
(* val parfun2: (’a -> ’b -> ’c) -> ’a par -> ’b par -> ’c par *)
let parfun2 f v1 = apply (parfun f v1)
In the following we will also use two additional functions which are not (yet)
part of the standard library.
applyat n f1 f2 vv applies function f1 at process n and function f2 at other
processes.
9

(* val applyat: int -> (’a -> ’b) -> (’a -> ’b) -> ’a par -> ’b par *)
let applyat n f g =
let pf = mkpar(fun pid ->if pid=n then f else g) in
apply pf
parpair of pairpar transforms a parallel vector of pairs in a pair of parallel
vectors:
(* val parpair_of_pairpar: (’a * ’b) par -> ’a par * ’b par *)
let parpair_of_pairpar vv = (parfun fst vv,parfun snd vv)
The semantics of the total exchange function is given by:
totex h v0 , . . . , v p−1 i = h f , . . . , f , . . . , f i
where ∀i.(0 ≤ i < p) ⇒ ( f i) = vi . The code is as follows where noSome just removes the Some constructor (the function is given in appendix A) and compose is
usual function composition:
(* val totex: ’a par -> (int -> ’a) par *)
let totex vv =
parfun (compose noSome) (put(parfun (fun v dst->Some v) vv))

3 The Diffusion Parallel Skeleton and the Diffusion Theorem
We will use the BMF data parallel programming model [4, 32] to describe the
diffusion skeleton. We choose BMF because it can provide us a concise way to
describe both programs and transformation of programs. In this section we present
the BMF notation and the diffusion skeleton

3.1 Basic BMF Notation
Functions. Function application is denoted by a space and the argument which
may be written without brackets. Thus f a means f (a).
Functions are curried, and application associates to the left. Thus f a b means
( f a) b. Function application binds stronger than any other operator, so f a ⊕ b
means ( f a) ⊕ b, not f (a ⊕ b). Function composition is denoted by a centralized
circle ◦. By definition, we have ( f ◦ g)a = f (g a). Function composition is an
associative operator. Infix binary operators will often be denoted by ⊕, ⊗ and
can be sectioned; an infix binary operator like ⊕ can be turned into unary or binary
functions by a ⊕ b = (a⊕)b = (⊕b)a = (⊕) a b.
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Parallel Data Structure: Join Lists. Join lists (or append lists) are finite sequences of values of the same type. A list is either the empty, a singleton, or the
concatenation of two other lists. We write [ ] for the empty list, [a] for the singleton list with element a and x ++y for the concatenation (join) of two lists x and y.
Concatenation is associative, and [ ] is its unit. For example, [1] ++[2] ++[3] denotes
a list with three elements, often abbreviated to [1; 2; 3]. We also write a : x for
[a] ++x. If a list is constructed only by the constructor of [ ] and :, we call it cons
list.
Parallel Skeletons: map, reduce, scan, zip. It has been shown [32] that BMF is
a nice architecture-independent parallel computation model, consisting of a small
fixed set of specific higher order functions which can be regarded as parallel skeletons suitable for parallel implementation. Four important higher order functions
are map, reduce, scan and zip.
map is the skeleton which applies a function to every element in a list. reduce
is the skeleton which collapses a list into a single value by repeated application of
some associative binary operator. scan is the skeleton which computes the prefix
sums using some associative binary operator. zip combines two lists into a list of
pairs.
Their informal definitions are:
map f [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] = [ f x1 , f x2 , . . . , f xn ]
reduce (⊕) [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn
scan (⊕) [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] = [ı⊕ ; x1 ; x1 ⊕ x2 ; . . . ; x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn ]
zip [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] [y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ] = [(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 , . . . , (xn , yn )]
The length of the result of scan is n + 1 for an input list of length n. scan’ and
prescan skeletons are scan-like skeletons whose result has length n. Their informal
definitions are:
scan0 (⊕) [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] = [x1 ; x1 ⊕ x2 ; . . . ; x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn ]
prescan (⊕) [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] = [ı⊕ ; x1 ; x1 ⊕ x2 ; . . . ; x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn−1 ]

3.2 Diffusion
Diffusion Theorem [19] describes a transformation rule from a recursive definition
into a composition of map, reduce, scan.
Theorem 1 (Diffusion) Given a function h defined in the recursive following form:
h [ ] c = g1 c
h (x : xs) c = k(x, c) ⊕ h xs (c ⊗ g2 x)
If ⊕ and ⊗ are associative and have units, then h can be diffused into the following
form.
h xs c = reduce (⊕) (map f as) ⊕ g1 b
11

where
bs ++[b] = map (c⊗) (⊗) (map g2 xs))
as = zip xs bs
The diff skeleton [2] is defined, based upon this theorem.
Definition 1 (Diffusion Skeleton)
diff (⊕) (⊗) k g1 g2 xs c = reduce (⊕) (map k as ⊕ g1 b
where
bs ++[b] = map (c⊗) (⊗) (map g2 xs))
as = zip xs bs
and ⊕ and ⊗ are associative operations with units.

3.3 Example
To see how the diffusion theorem works in practice, consider a simple problem of
eliminating smaller elements. An element is said to be smaller if it is less than
some element be- fore itself in the list. For example, for the list [1; 5; 3; 4; 5; 7], 3
and 4 are smaller elements, and thus the resultant list is [1; 5; 5; 7]. This problem
can be solved directly; scan the list from left to right and eliminate every element
which is less than the maximum of the scanned elements. That is,
se [ ] c = [ ]
se (x : xs) c = if x < c then se xs c else [x] ++ se xs x
The second equation is not in the form where the theorem can be applied. A simple transformation of merging two recursive calls into a single one soon gives the
appropriate form:
se (x : xs) c = (if x < c then [ ] else [x] ) ++se xs (if x < c then c else x)
Now matching the recursive definition of se with that in the diffusion theorem
yields:
se xs c = reduce (⊕) (map k as) ⊕ g1 b
where
bs ++[b] = map (c⊗) (scan (⊗) (map g2 xs))
as = zip xs bs
p ⊕ q = p ++q
c ⊗ a = if a < c then c else a
k(x, c) = if x < c then [ ] else [x]
g1 c = [ ]
g2 x = x
12

Consequently, we have come to an efficient parallel algorithm for this problem.
We can easily code it in terms of diff as follows:
se xs c = diff (⊕) (⊗) k g1 g2 xs c
where
p ⊕ q = p ++q
c ⊗ a = if a < c then c else a
k(x, c) = if x < c then [ ] else [x]
g1 c = [ ]
g2 x = x

4 Implementation of the Diffusion Skeleton Using the BSML LIB
This section shows how to implement the diffusion skeleton using the BSML LIB
library. We begin to explain the diff function and then describe the functions
called inside this diff function.

4.1 The diff function
The definition of the diff function follows exactly the definition given in section 3.2. The first argument is a binary (associative) operator and the second argument is its neutral. The third argument is also a binary operator. The fourth
argument is what corresponds to the k binary function, functions g 1 and g2 are the
two next arguments. Then diff takes a parallel vector of lists which should be
seen as one wide list. One can define a function which will take a list as input and
distribute it among all processes. The last argument of diff is the accumulator c:
(* val diff:
(’a->’a->’a) -> ’a ->
(’b->’b->’b) ->
(’c->’b->’a) -> (’b->’a) -> (’c->’b) ->
’c list par -> ’b -> ’a par

binary operator, neutral
binary operator
k, g1 and g2
list and accumulator *)

let diff op1 op1neutral op2 k g1 g2 xs c =
let bs’=scanl op2 c (map g2 xs) in
let nocut l = None,l in
let b’,bs=parpair_of_pairpar(applyat (bsp_p()-1) cutlast nocut bs’) in
let (Some b)=at b’ (bsp_p()-1) in
reducer op1 op1neutral (g1 b) (map2 k xs bs)
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First bs’ is calculated. We apply function g2 to all the elements of the parallel
vector of lists using the map function (defined section 4.2). Then we compute the
parallel prefix sum scanl on the obtained parallel vector of lists using the operator
op2 and c as initial value. The scanl is the most complex function used in diff.
Its implementation is explained in section 4.4.
If xs represents the list [x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn ], it is the parallel vector (to ease the
explanation we assume here that n can be divided by p but the program works for
all cases):
h [x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn/p ] , . . . , [xn+1−n/p ; xn+2−n/p ; . . . ; xn ] i
then bs’ is the parallel vector:
h [c; op2 c x1 ; . . . ; op2 (. . .) xn/p−1 ] , . . . , [op2 (. . .) xn−n/p ; . . . ; op2 (. . .) xn ] i
At process p − 1 we have np + 1 values. We need to cut this last value and send it
to all processes: this is done be the three next lines of the program. First at process
p − 1 we cut the last value using the cutlast sequential function which is given in
appendix A. For non-empty lists it is defined by:
cutlast [x1 ; . . . ; xn ] = (Some xn , [x1 ; . . . ; xn−1 ])
At other processes the lists are unchanged. Then we transform the obtained parallel
vector of pairs in pairs of parallel vectors using parpairs of pairpar. The first
component is a parallel vector which contains None everywhere but at process p −
1 contains Some(op2 (op2(op2 c x1 ) . . .)xn ). This last value is projected to all
processes using the at function and the Some constructor is removed by pattern
matching (fifth line of the program).
To end we apply the binary function k to all elements of the parallel vectors
of lists xs and bs using the map2 function defined in section 4.2. Then we reduce
(sum) the obtained parallel vector of lists using the reducer function defined in
section 4.3. The result is a parallel vector which contains the same value everywhere.

4.2 The map and map2 functions
The Objective Caml functions List.map and List.map2 are defined on lists with
the following semantics:
map f [x1 ; . . . ; xn ] = [(f x1 ); . . . ; (f xn )]
map2 f [x1 ; . . . ; xn ] [y1 ; . . . ; yn ] = [(f x1 y1 ); . . . ; (f xn yn )]
For map2 it is mandatory that the two lists have the same number of elements.
To have such functions but for parallel vectors of lists instead of lists, only
parfun functions are needed:
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(* val map: (’a -> ’b) -> ’a list par -> ’b list par *)
let map f = parfun (List.map f)
(* val map2:
(’a -> ’b -> ’c) -> ’a list par -> ’b list par -> ’c list par *)
let map2 f = parfun2 (List.map2 f)

4.3 The reducer function
To reduce a parallel vector of lists we can proceed in two super-steps:
• reduction of the lists held by each process
• total exchange of the computed values
• reduction of the p values (all the processes do the same work)
In this case the BSP cost (assuming the binary operation used has constant
complexity) is:
n
( + g × (p − 1) × s + l) + p
p
where s is the size of the values exchanges (we assume that the p values have the
same size).
This can of course may not be the most efficient BSP algorithm for reduction:
it depends on the values of g,s and l. Thus it is possible to write different BSP
algorithms with the same semantics but with different cost formula. The diff
function could take the reducer algorithm as argument and the best reduction
could be selected at runtime.
For example the reduction can be performed using log p super-steps using a
binary communication schema where at each super-step values are exchanged only
pairs of processes. In this case the cost would be:
n
+ (log p) × (g × s + l + 1)
p
Such an algorithm could be interesting. For example if we have p=64 processors:
we have to compare
63 × g × s + l + 64

<

6×g×s +6 ×l + 1

which is equivalent to:
5 × l − 62
57
For the a Cray T3D machine g = 1.7 and l = 148 (values found in the BSPlib
pages, http://www.bsp-worldwide.org) which gives s < 6.99. Thus for the example
given in section 4.5 the first algorithm is better since we work on integers which
g×s <
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are smaller than 7 words. In the next section we will propose a generic scan algorithm which could be instantiated differently with respects to the parameters of the
machine and of the problem.
Another point is that the total exchange function totex (presented in section 2.3) returns a parallel vector of functions. To avoid the creation of an intermediate data-structure (a list for example) we use a reduction funreduce where
the ordered collection to reduce is given by a function:
let rec funreduce n1 n2 op e f =
if n1>n2
then e
else op (f n1) (funreduce (n1+1) n2 op e f)
Using funreduce, the reducer function is written as follows:
(* val reducer: (’a -> ’a -> ’a) -> ’a -> ’a -> ’a list par -> ’a par *)
let reducer op neutral e vl =
let locally_reduced = parfun (List.fold_left op neutral) vl in
parfun (funreduce 0 (bsp_p()-1) op e) (totex locally_reduced)

4.4 The scanl function
In order to implement the scanl function we will instantiate a generic scan operation. This generic operation could compute the sum of prefixes of any parallel
vectors of some collection of indexed elements. The collections could be lists,
arrays or any indexed collection of elements (for example unary functions from
integers to something else).
generic scan operates on a parallel vector of collections of indexed elements.
It depends on:
• the data structure used for the collection of elements
• the sequential scan on this collection of elements
• the parallel prescan on vectors of this kind of elements (not parallel vector
of collections)
• how to map on this kind of collection
• how to take and remove the last element of this kind of collection
(* val generic_scan:
((’a -> ’b) -> ’c -> ’d -> ’e list) ->
((’a -> ’b) -> ’c -> ’e par -> ’a par) ->
(’b -> ’e list -> ’f) ->
(’e list -> ’e option * ’e list) ->
(’a -> ’b) -> ’c -> ’d par -> ’f par *)
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let generic_scan sscan pprescan map cutlast op neutral vv =
let local_scan = parfun (sscan op neutral) vv in
let last l = Some (List.hd(List.rev l)),l in
let tmp = applyat (bsp_p()-1) last cutlast local_scan in
let last_elements = parfun (compose noSome fst) tmp
and new_lists = parfun snd tmp in
let values_to_add = pprescan op neutral last_elements in
parfun2 map (parfun op values_to_add) new_lists
If vv is (to ease the presentation we consider that the collections are lists):
h [x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn/p ] , . . . , [xn+1−n/p ; xn+2−n/p ; . . . ; xn ] i
then local scan is the following vector:
h [c; op2 c x1 ; . . . ; op2 (. . .) xn/p ] , . . . , [c; op2 c xn+1−n/p ; . . . ; op2 (. . .) xn/p ] i
Each process now holds np + 1 values. For each process (except the last one) we
need to remove the last value of the collection. The tmp vector is a parallel vector of
pairs. The first component is (Some vi ) where vi was the last element of the list and
the second component is the list without this last element. At process p − 1 the second component is the unchanged list. From this vector we obtain last elements
the parallel vector composed with the last elements and new lists the parallel
vector of lists without their last elements. values to add computes the partial reductions of the last elements vector. At process i, only the first i − 1 values will
be reduced: this operation is called pprescan (for parallel prescan). To end the
values obtained are added to the new lists parallel vector of lists.
In order to have a scanl function we need now to provide a sequential scan, a
parallel prescan, a sequential map and a function to remove the last element of the
collection. We chose here to use lists. The sequential scan is given in appendix A.
The parallel prescan follows. It proceeds in two super-steps. Like reducer other
choices are possible and we do not need to rewriting the full scanl function, we
could only provide another parallel prescan. The sequential map is the usual Objective Caml List.map function and the last required function is provided by the
cutlast function which has already been discussed:
(* val pprescan_direct: (’a -> ’a -> ’a) -> ’a -> ’a par -> ’a par *)
let pprescan_direct op neutral vv =
let tosend = mkpar(fun pid v dst->
if pid<dst then Some v else if dst=pid then Some neutral else None) in
let sent = put(apply tosend vv) in
let local_reduce = mkpar(fun pid->funreduce 0 pid op neutral) in
apply local_reduce (parfun (compose noSome) sent)
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(* val scanl: (’a -> ’a -> ’a) -> ’a -> ’a list par -> ’a list par *)
let scanl op e =
generic_scan sscan pprescan_direct List.map cutlast op e

4.5 Example
The smaller elements example explained in section 3.3 can be simply implemented
using the diff higher-order function. To transform the result which is a parallel
vector into a usual Objective Caml value we can use the unsafe proj function
(not available in BSML LIB v 0.2) which is defined by:
unsafe projh v , . . . , v , . . . , v i = v
No check is done: it means that if the parallel vector does not contain the same
value everywhere then the behavior is unspecified. The safe proj function checks
if the same value is everywhere but it needs communications. In this case we are
sure that there is no such problem. One may avoid the nesting of parallel vectors
when using these projection functions.
(* va se: int list par -> int list *)
let se xs =
let k x c = if x<c then [] else [x]
and g1 x = []
and g2 x = x in
unsafe_proj(diff (@) [] max k g1 g2 xs min_int)
In this program, (@) is the concatenation of lists, max is the maximum function
and min int is the smallest integer value. All these expressions are predefined in
Objective Caml.
We can new try the program. For the sake of simplicity, assume we have a 4
processors machine. The input for se can be defined as the following function:
let f
0
| 1
| 2
| 3

= function
-> [4;5;6;7]
-> [3;10;8;11]
-> [4;5;6;7]
-> []

Of course for a real use of se we could for example read the data from a file on
process 0 and then cut the list and distribute it among the processors.
The application of se will then give (in the BSML LIB top-level):
let _ = se (mkpar f)
-: int list = [4; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11]
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A

Sequential Functions Used in the Programs

(* val noSome: ’a option -> ’a *)
let noSome (Some x) = x
(* val compose: (’a -> ’b) -> (’c -> ’a) -> ’c -> ’b *)
let compose f g x = f(g x)
(* val cutlast: ’a list -> ’a option * ’a list *)
let rec cutlast = function
[] -> None,[]
| [h] -> Some h,[]
| h::t -> let last,beginning = cutlast t in last,h::beginning
(* In our case we will use the sscan’ which is undefined for
empty lists *)
(* sscan’ op [x_1;...;x_n] = [x_1;op x_1 x_2;...;op (...) x_n] *)
let sscan’ op (h::t) =
let rec sscan_aux op acc = function
[] -> []
| h::t-> let newacc = op acc h in newacc::(sscan_aux op newacc t) in
h::(sscan_aux op h t)
(* Usual sequential scan with neutral *)
let sscan op neutral l = sscan’ op (neutral::l)

B Installation of the BSML LIB Library
First download the lastest version of the library at http://bsmllib.free.fr. Uncompress and untar it: tar zvf bsmllib-0.2.tar.gz. Then in the bsmllib-0.2
directory, edit the file Makefile. The beginning of this file should look like:
# MODIFY THOSE VARIABLES TO MATCH YOUR INSTALLATION
export CC=mpicc
export CLIBS=
export MPIINCDIR=/usr/include
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export MPILIBDIR=/usr/lib
# MODIFY THOSES VARIABLES TO CHANGE THE INSTALLATION DIRECTORIES
OCAML_LIB_INSTALL=$(HOME)/bsmllib
SCRIPT_INSTALL=$(HOME)/bin
You should change the values of the variables to fit your installation. CC, CLIBS,
MPIINCDIR and MPILIBDIR are used to indicate where your MPI tools and libraries
can be found. You can compile the sequential version (which offers the same possibilities that the parallel version) without any MPI library installed. You just need
the Objective Caml language [20].
The BSML LIB distribution contains of courses the libraries but also some
scripts to ease the compilation of programs using the BSML LIB library and a
toplevel based on the sequential version of the library. The Objective Caml libraries
are installed in the OCAML LIB INSTALL directory and the scripts and toplevel are
installed in the SCRIPT INSTALL directory.
Then the compilation and installation is done by make install.
To try the toplevel, be sure that the SCRIPT INSTALL directory is in your path
and create a ˜/.bsmllibrc file which should contain lines of the form: p, g, l for
example 4, 1., 11.5. It means that if you run the sequential version of the library it
will behave as if your were running your programs on a 4 processors machine with
g = 1 and l = 11.5.
Then call it with: bsmllib. The following lines will appear:
Bsmllib version 0.2
Objective Caml version 3.07
#
Now you can write your programs as in the Objective Caml toplevel. For example (do not write the “#” symbol, it is the toplevel prompt):
# open Bsmllib;;
# open Bsmlbase;;
# let my_first_parallel_vector = mkpar(fun i -> 2*i+1);;
val my_first_parallel_vector: int par = <abstr>
# parprint print_int my_first_parallel_vector;;
Process 0: 1
Process 1: 3
Process 2: 5
Process 3: 7
-: unit par = <abstr>
#
To compile programs, use the bsmllibc script (see the reference manual for
more informations).
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